A specific interaction between muskelin and the cyclin-dependent kinase 5 activator p39 promotes peripheral localization of muskelin.
Previous studies implicate cyclin-dependent kinase 5 in cell adhesion and migration of epithelial cells of the cornea and lens. To explore molecular interactions underlying these functions, we performed yeast two-hybrid screening of an embryonic rat lens library for proteins that interact with cyclin-dependent kinase 5 and its regulators, p35 and p39. This screen identified a specific interaction between p39 and muskelin, an intracellular protein known to affect cytoskeletal organization in adherent cells. Immunohistochemistry detected muskelin in the developing lens and in other tissues, including brain and muscle. Glutathione S-transferase pull-down experiments and co-immunoprecipitations confirmed the specificity of the p39-muskelin interaction. Deletion analysis of p39 showed that muskelin binds to the p39 C terminus, which contains a short insertion (amino acids 329-366) absent from p35. Similar analysis of muskelin mapped the interaction with p39 to the fifth kelch repeat. Co-expression of p39 and muskelin in COS1 cells or lens epithelial cells altered the intracellular localization of muskelin, recruiting it to the cell periphery. These findings demonstrate a novel interaction between muskelin and the cyclin-dependent kinase 5 activator p39 and suggest that p39 may regulate the subcellular localization of muskelin.